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Book Reviews
The Mouth That Begs: Hunger, Cannibalism, and the
Politics of Eating in Modern China. By Gang Yue. Durham,
NC: Duke University Press, 1999. x+447pp. ISBN 0-82232308-7 (cloth); ISBN 0-8223-2341-9 (paperback).
If, as the reader is advised, "[a] well-wrought piece of
words is like a well-cooked meal” （
375), then this book is a
banquet: the anticipated courses are here, meaty and with
diverting flavors, and, when the consumer is satisfied with these,
other, lighter, dishes follow, Chinese and Chinese-American. We
proceed from the substantial pleasures of textual criticism to a
final section built around the fortune cookie.
The Mouth that Begs is a wide-ranging study of alimentary
writing by twentieth-century Chinese authors. The title is derived
from a reading of the radical and phonetic element of the
character chit as articulated by Mo Yan: "The begging of the
mouth, the begging mouth . . . This character embodies the
meaning of craving and starving" (17). The main body of the
book is in three sections, the first on cannibalism in Republican
fiction, concentrating on the stories of Lu Xun and Shen
Congwen, the second skipping from the liberated area of Yan'an
to post-Mao “realist” narratives of hunger by writers including
Zhang Xianliang, Wang Ruowang and Zheng Yi, and the third
addressing modernist flights of gustatory horror by Yu Hua and,
most importantly, Mo Yan. The critical
writing is strongest where the material
is most disturbing: Lu Xun and Mo Yan,
the leading writers of the early modern
period and the late twentieth century,
Mouth
are particularly well served.
Where else could a study of this
That Begs
kind begin than with the epiphany of the
Hnmjpr, ( ；
rtiiniba(tsm,
madman-diarist in Lu Xun’s “Kuangren
and the Politics of Fnlirui
riji," derived from his personal fear of
being eaten and his reading of Chinese
history, that he is part of a cannibalistic
society? The author investigates Lu
X un’s own reading at that pivotal
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moment in his own development, and in the history of Chinese
thought, shortly before the demonstrations of May 4, 1919, and
finds that he was influenced by depictions of flesh-eating
practices in Sima Guang's eleventh-century history Zizhi tongjian
[Comprehensive mirror to assist government], and by the
ethnographic writings of the British colonial administrator George
Grey, works which combined to convince him of the barbarism of
the Chinese tradition. Lu Xun and his diarist are at the same
time whistle-blowers and participants at the cannibalistic feast, a
double role that causes them anguish, and accounts， in Lu Xun’s
case, for much of his loathing of himself, and, more disturbingly
for the author, of his compatriots. Paul de Man’s theory of
dedoublement is used here to explain the position of the narrator
in many of Lu Xun’s stories and essays: he is “self and other at
once" (85), victimizer and victim, eater and eaten, observer and
denizen of the celebrated Iron House. From the writings of Lu
Xun, and following Fredric Jameson (probably the most
influential Western critic for the immediate post-Mao generation
of scholars) the author presents cannibalism as a “national
a lleg ory,” a notion that (as I discovered teaching an
undergraduate course on Republican fiction after reading this
book) can lead to fruitful readings of familiar texts.
Hunger dominates the alimentary writing either side of
Maoist rule (few went hungry in socialist realism, over a period
that included the famines brought on by the Great Leap
Forward). Among the post-Mao "realists," Wang Ruowang and
Zhang Xianliang may have known hunger as well as any, thanks
to their incarcerations as intellectual enemies of the state, but
the literary use they make of their experiences is rightly found
wanting here. In his Ji'e sanbuqu (Hunger Trilogy), Wang
“shoves down the reader’s throat one dose of bitterness after
another” （
172) to condemn the injustices he suffered; while
Zhang, in Luhuashu (Mimosa) and other novellas in that series,
is “guilty of subjecting the haunting madness of extreme hunger
to a facile moralistic explication” （
186). More disappointing still，
the novelist Zheng Yi, who investigates instances of public
cannibalism under the guise of class retribution in Guangxi
during the Cultural Revolution in Hongse jin ia n b e i (Red
Monument, available in English translation as Scarlet Memorial),
undermines his posture of the anthropological field-worker with
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h is“inflatedsenseofself-importance” （
233).
The alimentary themes that the book follows unite in the
analysis of Mo Yan's Jiuguo (Liquorland). That narrative begins
with a premise of the free market gone mad; a town whose
economy is driven by the breeding of babies for meat to cater to
a clientele of cannibalistic gourmets. In Jiuguo, the human body
is materialized into a piece of meat; the author believes that the
novel “must be read as an allegory of our small human world in
the larger food web” （
265). Cannibalism takes a semantic glide
from carnivore to carnival in a work of extraordinary power; the
author concludes: ((lt may be a long time before another writer
can surpass Mo Yan, in thought, in style, and, most importantly,
in offering wicked insight into the human condition" (287).
More follows: to redress gender imbalance (hunger and
cannibalism seem to be male concerns) and to bring ChineseAmericans to the table, a fourth section contains essays on
alimentary writing by contemporary female authors, both on the
Mainland and Taiwan, and in North America. The level of
intensity is reduced, and the subject matter allows for personal
reflection on the place of the author (and other transplanted
Mainland scholars) in the North American scholarly and literary
milieu. This section reads like a separate study, outside the
tripartite structure that precedes it, but stimulating nonetheless.
This is a fine work of scholarship: innovative, lucid and
persuasive, its sombre content lightened by relentless play with
the vocabulary of food, which, as the author says of the
alim entary images in Shen Congwen, “season the main
narrative like little side dainties served at big banquets'1(106).
Richard KING
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